Report on utilisation of telecommunications networks – internet still working even in crisis situation

Telecommunications undertakings are subject to particular legal requirements regarding the maintenance of telecommunications services, including during times of crisis.

As physical contact between people has been increasingly restricted, companies and authorities are making use of home working arrangements and schools are turning to online education. Consequently, there has been a jump in the use of telephone services, video conferencing and streaming technology. The Bundesnetzagentur has therefore been working closely with representatives from across the telecoms industry (network operators and associations) to identify any potential network overload at an early stage and to find constructive solutions to avert it.

The Bundesnetzagentur is not currently aware of any network overload in Germany as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. On the contrary, the talks have indicated that the telecoms networks are stable at the moment and network operators have taken all preparatory steps to keep their networks running as well as possible during the crisis. Network operators are now providing daily reports to the Bundesnetzagentur, which confirm these findings.

However, the rapidly changing situation makes it impossible to rule out that the network could become overloaded. To prepare for such an eventuality, the Bundesnetzagentur has developed guidelines with solutions and measures for permissible traffic management. For example, the European net neutrality Regulation allows data-intensive services in a data traffic category, such as streaming services, to be slowed down if needed. It is also possible to reduce the bandwidth of tariffs or individual tariffs, provided that this is done for all applications equally within the tariff. These guidelines are “dynamic”, ie they can be adjusted to the
ongoING SITUATION IN DIALOGUE WITH THE TELECOMS SECTOR AND FURTHER MEASURES PERMITTED WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE NET NEUTRALITY REGULATION CAN BE ADDED IF NECESSARY. THE Bundesnetzagentur IS MAKING EVERY EFFORT TO WORK CLOSELY WITH NETWORK OPERATORS UNDER THESE SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES AND TO ENGAGE IN CONSTRUCTIVE COMMUNICATION WITH THEM TO FIND RELIABLE SOLUTIONS TO MAINTAIN THE STABILITY OF THE NETWORKS THROUGHOUT THE CRISIS.

AT THE SAME TIME, THE FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND ENERGY IS HOLDING TALKS WITH STREAMING PROVIDERS FOCUSING ON THE POSSIBILITY OF REDUCING VIDEO QUALITY TO REDUCE THE LOAD ON THE NETWORK SHOULD PROBLEMS FOR THE NETWORK BECOME LIKELY. SOME MAJOR STREAMING SERVICE PROVIDERS (NETFLIX, AMAZON, GOOGLE WITH ITS YOUTUBE SERVICE, FACEBOOK) HAVE ALREADY OFFERED TO SCALE DOWN THE DATA VOLUME WITH WHICH THEY FEED THEIR STREAMING SERVICES INTO THE NETWORK ACROSS EUROPE, WHICH IS EXPECTED TO PROVIDE A SIGNIFICANT REDUCTION IN LOAD.

FINALLY, TO CLARIFY THE SITUATION, IT SHOULD ALSO BE POINTED OUT THAT MUCH OF THE DISRUPTION INTERNET USERS ARE CURRENTLY EXPERIENCING IS CAUSED BY FACTORS THAT ARE NOT RELATED TO THE NETWORK, SUCH AS INADEQUATE SERVER CAPACITY FOR WORKING FROM HOME OR INTERNET ACCESS THAT DOES NOT HAVE ADEQUATE DATA TRANSMISSION RATES FOR UPLOAD AND DOWNLOAD. SUCH PROBLEMS ARE NOT CAUSED BY ANY (POTENTIAL) OVERLOADING OF THE NETWORKS.